OFNOG
What is an ICO?
An Initial Coin Offering, also commonly referred to as an ICO, is a fundraising mechanism in which new projects sell
their underlying crypto tokens in exchange for bitcoin and ether. It's somewhat similar to an Initial Public Offering
IPO in which investors purchase shares of a company.
ICOs are a relatively new phenomenon but have quickly become a dominant topic of discussion within the block
chain community. Many view ICO projects as unregulated securities that allow founders to raise an unjustified
amount of capital, while others argue it is an innovation in the traditional venture-funding model

Artificial Intelligence
The branch of computer science that emphasizes on creating intelligent machines that work and react like humans is
known as Artificial Intelligence. Artificial intelligence also known as machine learning, includes programming
computers for traits like Speech Recognition, Learning, Planning, Problem solving, Knowledge, Reasoning,
Perception, Ability to manipulate and move objects etc.
Machines may replace your job in future. We are feeling the pressure of automation for a long time. The smarter
software can tackle and solve hard problems quickly. This might endanger the jobs of white and blue collar workers.
There are chances of some jobs getting partially or entirely automated in coming decades

Deep Learning
Deep learning (also known as deep structured learning or hierarchical learning) is part of a broader family
of machine learning methods based on learning data representations as opposed to task-specific algorithms.
Learning can be supervised, Semi-supervised or unsupervised
Deep learning models are loosely related to information processing and communication patterns in a
biological nervous system, such as neutral coding that attempts to define a relationship between various stimuli and
associated neuronal responses in the brain

About OFNOG
OFNOG Ltd.is an IT organization registered with London, UK formed by a team of seasoned IT professionals from
fortune 500 organizations like IBM, HP, HPE, AT&T background. We have a strong background of IT product
development, solutions for decades.

OFNOG ICO
OFNOG is a unique crypto trading solution designed with the power of Artificial Intelligence and Deep learning
technology. OFNOG solution will enable traders to trade more effectively and accurately due to the deep learning
methodology and accurate development of Artificial Intelligence.

Problem Statement
As of Feb 2018, Bitcoin alone has a market capitalization of over $19billion USD, and more than 1,000 digital coins
are being traded on the cryptocurrency markets. As opposed to the traditional stock market, these global exchange
markets work 24x7x365 and even experienced users cannot identify them all, nor is it possible to track every
opportunity without some sort of tool to help them. Some Artificial Intelligence based solution are available in the
market, however the accuracy and customization still needs huge improvement.

Solution
Our solution will be based on Deep learning and Artificial Intelligence .Our expert AI research team will analysis the
data of efficient traders’ buy sale call, crypto exchanges trend analysis, time based behavioral logic of
cryptocurrencies. Once the deep learning is done, we will create AI based solution. Once solution will be ready we
will test the beta version in different popular decentralized exchanges and finally after all error removal solution will
go live.

Why OFNOG

Promoted by seasoned IT professionals from fortune 500 organizations like IBM, HPE, and Accenture.
Cost-effective solution for crypto trading Low token price (Expected price is $.10), high possibility and
scope of increase of token price post ICO completion.

Token Sale detail
Start: April 15, 2018 (Pre ICO)
Hard cap: 500 million OFNOG
Exchange rate: 1 OFNOG = .10USD
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The exact number of tokens generated depends on the amount of funds contributed. No token creation,
minting or mining after the end of the Token Sale period. Tokens will be transferable once the Token
Sale is completed.
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